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Hello Bronchos!

We at the STLR office hope

that you are having a fantastic spring
semester, and are making the most of the
opportunities here at Central! In this
newsletter, we wanted to highlight and share
the work of a few STLR students, show you
some of the tools available to you for free, and
remind you of how STLR can help you succeed!
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CULTURAL INFLUENCE
ON COLLEGE WOMEN By Amanda Ables
Meet Sundas Shahid, a senior here at the

cultures and how they balance advocating for

University of Central Oklahoma, graduating

themselves and staying true to their cultures.

May 2019 with a degree in Photographic Art

She hopes that with this project she can help

and Strategic communications. Sundas is very

empower women and to help educate the

active here on campus as she is a part of

public on different cultures

LeaderShape, Student Programing Board, and
has been an Orientation Leader.

Sundas has

Sundas expressed how her biggest goal to
achieve from this project is to open the

been working as a STLR Student

community’s perspective on women from

Communications Assistant for 2 years and is

different cultures. “Women have to balance so

the Treasure for STLR Student Ambassadors –

much. Every culture portrays their women to be

group.

a certain way. Whether that is how they dress,

Sundas’ STLR-Funded Project “Influences

the way they should conduct themselves and

of culture on college women and the effect it

even the roles that they play in life. My goal is

has on their identity and leadership

to shine light on how women, specifically

development” takes a look into 5 women who

college women, are overcoming their barriers

are students of UCO cultural backgrounds.

and flourishing in their identity while also

Interviews are conducted with each women to

staying true to the values of their culture.”

get to know their cultural upbringing and them
as individuals.

The Interviews are conducted more as
conversations to make the participates more

Sundas was inspired to conduct this project

comfortable with opening up which Sundas has

through her own experiences with struggling to

expressed as her favorite part of the project so

identify herself and with her own leadership

far.

roles here on campus. With being a Muslim

“I have been able to have various open-

Woman and pursuing a major in a creative

minded conversations with the participants

field she states how she struggles with

about their cultures while also getting to know

balancing her identity development while

them on a deeper level. This has been a

valuing her culture. So when it came down to

learning opportunity not just for me but also the

choosing a research topic she knew she

participants who are part of this and I love that

wanted to focus on women from different

aspect of this project!”

“Women have to balance so much. Every culture portrays their women to be a certain way. Whether
that is how they dress, the way they should conduct themselves and even the roles that they play in
life. My goal is to shine light on how women, specifically college women, are overcoming their barriers
and flourishing in their identity while also staying true to the values of their culture.” - Sundas Shahid
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Clothing the Community By Amanda Ables
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WOMENS OUTREACH CENTER

COMMUNITY CLOSET

UCO has always taken interest in making sure

Fortunately in the summer of 2016 a bigger

all students have all the resources needed to

space was granted. The closet was originally

achieve their academic goals. Whether it’s

called They, Them, Their and was aimed toward

helping students find off- campus housing,

students who were transgender and transitioning

childcare or transportation, UCO has always

but as time went on, some students were

taken pride in taking care of students. One unique

uncomfortable using the closet as they felt that it

way UCO provides for students is the community

was outing them. So the closet was renamed the

closet, which started as a STLR- funded project.

Community Closet. The Closet is open from 8:00

The Woman’s Research and BGLTQ+ Student

am to 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday and is

Center, which opened in 2016, has conducted a

located right across from the Center. The

number of STLR- funded projects and the

community closet is available to students, faculty

community closet has been one of many that

and open to the public. You are not required to

continues to benefit the community. The

check in or sign in order to shop. The closet sees

inspiration for the closet was sparked when a

up to 20 to 30 students a day and often has

large amount of clothes were being donated to

families come and shop as well as, since the

the Center and were being kept in the office of

Closet also provides baby clothes. The center

the director of the Woman’s Research and

also likes to provide diapers and condoms to

BGLTQ+ Student Center,-Dr. Lindsey Churchill.

whoever may need them. The Community Closet

Donations soon increased and there was a need

is one of the many STLR- Funded projects that

for a bigger space.

continue to serve the community.
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Blankets for the Ronald
McDonald House By Amanda Ables

Dr. Genia James Rachel Drake, Jackie Galier,
Sydney Halsted and Abbie Doss #1
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BLANKETS FOR THE RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE #2

Meet Rachel Drake, Jackie Galier,
Sydney Halsted and Abbie Doss, STLR
Student Researchers! These amazing
ladies, along with Dr. Genia James,
have created an after school program
for fourth and fifth graders at Linwood
Elementary! Every Monday afternoon,
these future teachers interact with the
kids at school, and have created

STLR Student Marketing Team Spencer Lee, Sundas Shahid,
Amanda Ables, Ally Weides. #3

curriculum that focuses on Social and
Emotional interaction.

They do classroom type activities,
along with games and arts and crafts!
Very recently, these women and the

The 2019 Transformative Learning Conference
was a success! With over 30 poster presentations
from students all over the world! (Above #3)

Become a STLR Student Ambassador

Linwood students made blankets for
other kids in need, and delivered them

STLR Ambassadors are volunteers who serve as

personally to the Ronald McDonald

advocates & communicators for STLR to their peers.

House and City Rescue Mission. This
group is making a huge impact on the
lives of these children, and truly
showing what it means to give back.

The goal is to increase awareness across campus
about the benefits, goals, and details of
participating in the STLR Program here at UCO. For
more info visit:

https://tinyurl.com/y6mr4dl4

We are so proud!

stlr.uco.edu
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